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My multimedia background
Worked 10 years with multimedia and video in SONY and SonyEricsson.



What will I discuss

1. Video and Video Quality
2. Streaming And Containers
3. Video Coding And NAL
4. Video Codec
5. Comparing Codecs
6. Tools And More
7. Interlacing video



Some warnings...

- And I will, throughout this presentation, incorrectly use YUV instead 
of Y’CbCr.
Try saying Y’CbCr and compare it to saying YUV and you will 
understand why…

- I have also written YUV in this presentation, but YUV is an analog 
colour space and Y’CbCr mathematically derived from RGB.

- This mentioned, they are close enough. And it is not uncommon to do 
as I do, but be aware!



Question 
1. What is video



Question 
1. What is video

Latin: Video - From Proto-Italic *widēō, from 
Proto-Indo-European *weyd- (“to know; see”).  

Cognates include Ancient Greek εἴδω (eídō), Mycenaean Greek 
(wi-de), Sanskrit वे  (vétti), Russian ви ́деть (vídetʹ), Old 
English witan (English wit), German wissen, Macedonian види 
(vidi), Swedish veta.

- (wiktionary)



Question 
1. What is video - motion picture

A series of still images.

When shown after each other they can 
create an illusion of motion.
(~Wikipedia)



Question 
1. What is video quality.



Question 
1. What is video quality.

Making the video illusion as real as 
possible.



Making the illusion as real as possible.
Some aspects enabling this:
- Video resolution. SD/HD/FHD/UHD(4K/8K)…

(This is often the only quality aspect the sellers are pushing)
- Colour resolution: YUV420/YUV422/YUV444
- Colour depth: 8, 10, 12, 16 bit/sample…
- Colour space in chromatic diagram: e.g. BT.709/BT.2020 

(WCG)
- Frame rate: 15/24/25/30/48/60/120/240 fps…

- Codecs have nothing to do with this. They merely makes 
storing and sending videos practical



Colour resolution

YUV was invented when trying to enable 
colour TV compatible with existing 
technology.

YUV work might not be intuitive if you are 
previously used to RGB.

And even if in the commonly used YUV420 
uses 12 bits/pixel the colour depth is 24 bits.
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Colour resolution

YUV Y is luma, but what is 
UV?

U = B′ − Y′ (blue − luma)
V = R′ − Y′ (red − luma)



Colour resolution
YUV 420/422/444 what does the 
numbers mean?



Colour resolution
Internal representation Displayed



Colour resolution
Internal representation Displayed



Colour resolution
YUV420 Representations

There are many ways the YUV data can be 
represented:
- Planar (ex YV12)
- Semi planar (ex NV12)
- Packed - often HW specific

Fourcc.org describes several standard YUV (and RGB) representations.

http://www.fourcc.org/yuv.php


YUV420 Representations
Planar vs Semi planar

Planar is mostly used by 
SW codecs, while HW 
codecs mostly use semi 
planar.

But, different HW vendors 
often use their own semi 
planar format.

Example of qcom venus 
NV12/NV21:
 msm_info.h

https://android.googlesource.com/platform/hardware/qcom/msm8x74/+/ddec801d6d47bca63210dcdd3adace275ffdabe8/original-kernel-headers/media/msm_media_info.h


Colour depth
Colour depth: 8, 10, 12, 16 bit/sample. Restricted colour depth results in banding 

artifacts, as seen tho the left.

A common way to mitigate this problem is the 
use of dithering. However this also results in 
artifacts as seen in the picture in the middle.

To the right we have a 24-bit gradient.

Colour banding is a problem of inaccurate colour presentation in 
computer graphics. In 24-bit color modes, 8 bits per channel is usually 
considered sufficient to render images in Rec. 709 or sRGB. However, in 
some cases there is a risk of producing abrupt changes between shades 
of the same color. For instance, displaying natural gradients (like 
sunsets, dawns or clear blue skies) can show minor banding. Colour 
banding is more noticeable with fewer bits per pixel (BPP) at 16–256 
colors (4–8 BPP), where not every shade can be shown without dithering. 

Possible solutions include the introduction of dithering and increasing the 
number of bits per color channel. 

Another solution includes using a Gaussian Blur, which removes bands 
between color levels in color banding.
(source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colour_banding)



Colour depth
But gradients can also be caused by 
encoder coding artifacts.

However gradient differences might be 
difficult to actually show on a computer 
monitor, since some monitors only 
display 18-bits dithered images.

However on most modern tablets or 
phones you will have 24 bits colour 
displays and on new monitors.

PNG      JPEG JPEG
    Size: 2kB Size: 800B



Colour depth

Source: UltraHD, HEVC and Higher Fidelity Video, Why It’s Not Just Pixel Density Anymore
Indra Laksono, Cindy Guo, Vixs Systems



Colour space in chromatic diagram
Colour space in chromatic diagram: BT.709/BT.2020 (WCG) (Source: wikipedia)



Colour space in chromatic diagram
But what happens if the display can show more than BT.709/BT.2020? (Source: wikipedia) 



Colour space in chromatic diagram
But what happens if the display can show more than BT.709/BT.2020? (Source: wikipedia) 

Companies such as SONY, Samsung, LG etc try to make 
their displays colour vibrant and pleasing as possible. 

Picture engine techniques such as 
- SONY BRAVIA™
- SAMSUNG 4K Color Drive Extreme™ 
- LG ULTRA Luminance™. 

They try to make the image as pleasing and full of 
contrasts as possible and push colours to the limit of 
the actual display - according to (usually) secret 
algorithms.



Power Consumption - CABC
But on most mobile devices we want to preserve power.
One technique to do this is using CABC (Content Adaptive Backlight Control)

Source: https://www.ecnmag.com/article/2010/04/content-adaptive-lcd-backlight-control



Frame rate

Thomas Edison said that 46 
frames per second was the 
minimum needed for the eye to 
perceive motion: "Anything less 
will strain the eye.

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fram
e_rate)

A not so random sample =>

https://youtu.be/KVOsmmRyQlA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frame_rate
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyvUIA7KUjc


Frame rate

If we want that max 1/60000 
frames may be dropped.
1 dropped frame => 59,99998 fps => 60 fps
2 dropped frame => 59,99998 fps => 60 fps
100 dropped frames => 59,9 fps   => 60 fps
30fps 100 dropped frames => 29,9 fps
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0
ByOrPUWhf5nOWkFhVWFjM21y
N1k

I like 60 fps, but I do not like using FPS when 
measuring video smoothness.

https://youtu.be/KVOsmmRyQlA
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByOrPUWhf5nOWkFhVWFjM21yN1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByOrPUWhf5nOWkFhVWFjM21yN1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0ByOrPUWhf5nOWkFhVWFjM21yN1k
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0ByOrPUWhf5nOWkFhVWFjM21yN1k/preview


Bloch’s law (Response = Intensity x Time)

“On the one hand, evidence suggests that the human visual 
system is sensitive to very fast temporal changes in the 
input (Exner, 1875; Sweet, 1953; overview article Blake & Lee, 
2005). For example, temporal differences as small as 2–5 ms 
in the onset of nearby lines can give rise to the perception of apparent 
motion (Wehrhahn & Rapf, 1992; Westheimer & McKee, 1977). On 
the other hand, the human brain integrates visual information for 
substantial periods of time, for example to accumulate information in 
low contrast regimes. Also, in visual masking it was proposed that the 
visual system integrates information for more than 100 ms, 
caused by temporal low pass filtering”
“Bloch’s law and the dynamics of feature fusion” 
by Frank Scharnowski *, Frouke Hermens, Michael H. Herzog



Smoothness
Frame drop.

1. Most obvious problem with smoothness is 
dropped frames.

Recording

Playback

R1 R3 R4

R1 R3 R4R1



Smoothness
2. But also timestamp “jitter” can cause a feeling of unsmooth 
videos. 
Here a sample. The recording fps is the same as the display 
frequency

Recording

Playback

RN+1 RN+2 RN+3 RN+4



Smoothness
2. But also timestamp “jitter” can cause a feeling of unsmooth 
videos. 
Here a sample. The recording fps is the same as the display 
frequency

Recording

Playback

RN+1 RN+2 RN+3 RN+4

RN+2 RN+2 RN+4



Smoothness
2. But also timestamp “jitter” can cause a feeling of unsmooth 
videos. 
Here a sample. The recording fps is half the display frequency

Recording

Playback

R1 R2 R3 R4

R2 R2 R4R1 R2 R3



Smoothness
Problems with jitter and lost frames can occur both in the recording 
and in the playback.

While recording set the frame timestamps as early in the image pipe 
as possible.

During playback make up your mind if latency or smoothness is most 
important.

Techniques to modify the displays refresh rate exists. This might be 
OK on some displays, but most displays are specified to a certain 
range of refresh rate. Going out of spec, might degrade the visual 
experience. 



Smoothness
One more complication to smoothness, is the display 
characteristics..
Time to rise and time to fall are often different on displays, 
complicating the smoothness for some scenes further. (Switching 
between light and dark scenes.)

Display

R2 R3 R6R4 R5

http://laptopmedia.com/review/benq-sw2700pt-review-favourable-monitor-for-pro-photographers/



Smoothness 
Don’t miss the target!
- People often say that the fps “dropps”.

But this is not what happens.
- What actually happens is that frames 

are dropped making the video 
unsmooth.

- When you actually see the fps dropping, 
you see an exhausted system, with 
huge amount of dropped frames.



Smoothness 
Don’t miss the target!

Stop measure FRAME RATE!!!

Instead 
Measure FRAME DROPS!!!

But also measure the jitter!



My personal view.
There is a quality paradox

Many companies increase one quality aspect at a time.
The thing easiest to advertise is the megapixels.

However my experience from my work on introducing 4K video 
recording tells me that increasing the megapixels without increasing 
the frame rate is not good for the perceived quality. Watching such 
videos makes you dizzy. 

Huge video stabilization can lessen this feeling, but depending on 
what you are recording (example running children), such tools might 
not help.



My personal view.
There is a quality paradox

For cinema and home video usage, I 
would instead prefer more effort on:

1. Frame rate.
2. Colour

Some of this is discussed further here: Ultra HD broadcasts demand higher frame rates
(Andy Quested, Chief Technologist HD & 3D at BBC Technology)

http://www.tvtechnology.com/production/0154/ultra-hd-broadcasts-demand-higher-frame-rates/225004


Video Quality tools...
PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise ratio) 
Measures the noise between original image and 
encoded image. 

PSNR requires the original image.

Another problem is that it does not take into account 
any human vision perception model. It is a pure 
engineering model.



Video Quality tools...
SSIM (Structural SIMilarity)
SSIM also uses the original image and compares with 
the encoded image.
SSIM uses a model of human image perception. 

However neither PSNR or SSIM have any concept of 
video. So temporal distortions is missed.



Video Quality tools...
But it should be noted that most mathematical 
tools have flaws and most codec vendors only 
use them to some degree. 

As an example the x264 stopped using PSNR 
and allows two compile modes. One for best 
human visual quality and one for bes PSNR 
values.



Video Quality tools...
VMAF Video Multimethod Assessment 
Fusion (VMAF) is a full-reference video 
quality metric developed by Netflix in 
cooperation with the University of 
Southern California. It predicts subjective 
video quality based on a reference and 
distorted video sequence.



Video Quality tools...
The ITU-T standard recommends subjective manual 
tests. (Rec. ITU-R BT.500-13)

The only 
“accepted” 
method.



Other quality aspects
I will not be able to cover all aspects of the video 
quality experience, but other important issues are:

- Audio quality
- A/V-sync in recording and A/V-sync in playback
- Focus
- Noice
- Rolling shutter
- Stair stepping
- Colour bleeding
- Tearing (usually lack of double buffer or not using vsync)
- etc...



Measuring fps...

Do not miss the target…

Instead of measuring 
fps - measure dropped 
frames and jitter.



Questions



What will I discuss

1. Video and Video Quality
2. Streaming And Containers
3. Video Coding And NAL
4. Video Codec
5. Comparing Codecs
6. Tools And More
7. Interlacing video



Sources - and further reading
includes the following

- ITU-T H.264 Advanced video coding for generic audiovisual services.
(The ITU-T version of the standard is free, but ISO version costs.)

- ITU-T H.265 SERIES H: AUDIOVISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS, Infrastructure of 
audiovisual services – Coding of moving video

- ISO/IEC 14496-12, Part 12: ISO base media file format
- dashif.org
- www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2326.txt

- The H.264 Advanced Video Compression Standard, John Wiley & Sons
- The Data Compression Book, Mark Nelson
- Wikipedia
- X265.org
- www.vcodex.com
- fourcc.org
- yumichan.net
- codesequoia.wordpress.com
- sonnati.wordpress.com
- Youtube: nptelhrd (National Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning, India)

http://www.vcodex.com

